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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Although there was little operating experience with bellows in
sodium systems available during the design phase of the UK 250 MWe
prototype fast reactor, bellows were extensively utilised to seal
valves and to overcome the problems of differential thermal
movements in several important applications. However, because
of this lack of operational experience in sodium and the non-
availability of design codes it was considered prudent not to
install bellows in situations where failure could possibly
initiate events of unpredictable proportions, or in positions
where replacement following failure would be extremely difficult
ie involving complete shutdown of the reactor over an extended
period (in excess of six months) and/or necessitate removal of
large quantities of primary sodium from the reactor vessel.

This paper describes some of the bellows units installed in the
PFR and the performance achieved during six years of reactor
operation.

2.0 BELLOWS SEALED SODIUM VALVES

2.1 The sodium valves used on PFR are bellows sealed, the sizes
varying from X" (12.5 mm) to 8" (200 mm).

The Vz" to 1" sizes are basically used on the cover gas and
venting systems and operate in a sodium vapour environment, although
occasionally they become flooded with sodium. Over 100 of these
valves are in service. The 2" (50 mm) to 8" (200 mm) sizes are
used on the drain lines, filling lines, cold trapping: and
filter systems and are thus in a full sodium environment.
At least 80 such valves are utilised at a design pressure of
150 psi (1 MPa), and temperatures up to 570 C. All parts in
contact with sodium of are AISI 316 stainless steel.

2.2 DESIGN

Typical 2" and 4" valves are shown in Figs 1 and 2 respectively.
Both of these valve types are used and are supplied by different
manufacturers.

In both designs leak-tightness is achieved by the welded bellows
system between the cap and spindle. A mica-asbestos stem seal
packing provides a back-up service with a leak test tapping in
between. The cap is seal welded to the valve body.

2.3 RELIABILITY

The reactor has now been in operation for six years during which
time there have been three occurances of bellows leakage. They
have all occurred on the X" (12.5 mm) valves in the cover gas
systems, not critical to the running of the reactor and have thus
been replaced during a scheduled reactor shut-down. Replace-
ment has been effected by either dumping sodium from the pipe-
work or by using techniques of freezing the sodium local to
the valve (after first admitting sodium to the valves by
reducing the cover gas pressure) before cutting the pipework.

All other valves have been working as designed without any
problems of maintenance.

3.0 INTERMEDIATE HEAT EXCHANGER BELLOWS

3.1 The arrangement of the IHX in PFR is shown in Fig 3. Bellows
are incorporated at various positions to take up differential
expansion within the IHX or differential movement between the
IHX and the reactor internals.

3.2 CENTRE DUCT BELLOWS

The centre duct is the boundary between the secondary
sodium inlet at 370 C and the secondary sodium outlet at 532 0.
The duct consists of two concentric tubes forming a double-
walled duct sealed at both ends and filled with argon gas.
The bellows is required to allow differential axial growth
between the tubes due to the temperature differences. The
bellows are situated in the outer wall, near to the bottom of
the IHX, where the sodium temperature is approximately 400 C.

It is intended that the bellows will not be subject to any
high temperature operations to minimise chance of failure but if
failure occurs the duct may be cut free at the top of the roof
plug and withdrawn independently for repair or replacement.

The bellows are subject to start-ups and shutdowns giving
temperature changes over 50 C at a rate 15 C/min and during
transients, over 50 C at a rate of 10 C/sec.

The pressure range allowing for temperature effects, will
result in an internal pressure of around 22 psi (150 KPa)
with an external pressure of 75 psi (500 KPa) and a fault
condition reaching 150 psi (1 MPa) instantaneously. Bellows
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arrangement specification and technical details are given in
Fig 4 and Table 1.

3.3 SECONDARY OUTLET DUCT

The secondary outlet duct forms the pressure shell
between the secondary outlet sodium and the primary sodium and
reactor blanket gas. It joins the secondary outlet pipework
above the plug and is sealed to the plug through a thermal
sleeve.

The bellows is required to accommodate the movement due to
temperature differences between the secondary outlet duct and
the outer shell support for the IHX.

The secondary outlet sodium at 532°C and 85 psi (585 KPa)
is on the inside of the bellows with reactor blanket gas' at
560 C on the outside. The bellows is situated below the roof
insulation (Fig 4).

The bellows are subject to a temperature range of 350 C
to 532 C during start-up and normal shutdowns at a rate of
15 C/minute. During a transient the temperature range is
532 to 420 C at a rate of 10 /sec.

The pressure variations are from the sodium head alone 20 psi
(138 KPa) at shutdown to 85 psi (585 KPa) during normal oper-
ation with an incident to 150 psi (1 MPa) instantaneously, pressure
pulse resulting from a major Na/H_0 reaction in the steam
generator units.

3.4 IHX REACTOR JACKET BELLOWS (FIG 5)

The IHX is contained in a pod within the reactor which provides
the boundary between the inner and outer pool. This pod is
located by the IHX penetrations and the IHX is sealed to it,
just below the primary sodium inlet, by piston ring seals. The
pod extends downwards and terminates near to the bottom of the
tube bundle, where it is joined to a larger cylinder concentric
with the pod. This cylinder extends upwards and is joined to the
tray of the reactor jacket.

The differential movement between the reactor jacket and the
pod is accommodated by a bellows pair in the concentric cylinder.
Details .are shown in Fig 5 and the specification in Table 2.

These bellows are situated in the 'cold' outer pool: where they
are washed by a proportion of the IHX outlet sodium. It is
therefore possible for them to be subject to sodium temperatures
higher than the nominal outer pool temperature during a
secondary circuit trip.

3.5 IN SERVICE PERFORMANCE

After six years of reactor operation all of the bellows units
on each of the six intermediate heat exchangers continue to
give satisfactory performance. At present there are no plans
to remove any of the IHXs in the immediate future. However,
in the longer term it is possible that one unit will be replaced by
an IHX that is a scaled CDFR replica design. This event Would
provide an opportunity to examine both the centre duct bellows
and the secondary outlet duct bellows.

4.0 SECONDARY SODIUM LEAK JACKET EXPANSION BELLOWS

4.1 The 14" 0/Dia (356 mm) secondary sodium pipework within the
reactor hall is fitted with a leak jacket. To maintain an even
spacing and allow for differential expansion the leak jacket
is fitted with a single, convolute expansion bellows at
prescribed intervals.

A typical pipework arrangement of a leak jacketed pipe is in
Fig 6 .

4.2 TESTING

Before installation the design was fully tested at pressures
up to 40 psig (276 KPa), and temperatures of 585°C, and then
mechanically cycled to simulate pipework thermal expansion
cycles. The test results showed that the bellows unit design
was satisfactory for the operating conditions.

4.3 IN SERVICE PERFORMANCE

After six years of reactor operation there have been no problems
with the leak jacket system, which appears to be capable of work-
ing satisfactorily for many more years. There has. been one leak
of sodium from the main pipework. This was immediately identified
by the installed instrumentation that monitors continuously for
sodium leaks. The sodium leakage was completely.contained by the
jacket system. After repairing the pipe the leak jacket was
cleaned and replaced, and has continued to work satisfactorily.

5.0 CONCLUSION

The experience obtained to date with bellows units operating in a
sodium environment in the UK prototype fast reactor has been very
good. After six years of operation all of the major bellows units
have been free of failure and continue to give satisfactory service.
During this period three small valves (out of over 100 installed)
developed leaks in the bellows units or in the attachment weld.
Replacement of these faulty valves was effected without undue
difficulty. Immediate identification of the only leak to occur in the
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secondary sodium pipework gives confidence that the continuous monitor-
ing system installed would identify any "leak before break".

The UK experience with bellows in a sodium environment indicates
that major bellows units should be capable of giving satisfactory
service throughout the life of the reactor providing they are
correctly designed for the duty specified and manufactured to a
high standard of workmanship.
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TABLE 2

PFR IHX REACTOR JACKET BELLOWS

I/D

0/D

Thickness

Plies

Convolutions

Length

Working pressure

Test pressure

Primary sodium both sides

Working temperature

73.25" (1.86 m)

78.33" (1.99 m)

18 swg

1 (single)

6

9%" (235 mm)

Na head only
internal 48" (1.22 m) Na at 560 C

25.psi internal (172.4 KPa)

400/450°C

I/D

0/D

Rate

Movement axial
- normal

- fault

Thickness

Plies

Convolutions

Length

Material

Test Pressure

Temperatures

Normal working

Max working

Temp excursion

Transients

TABLE I

PFR BELLOWS

Centre Duct

16.42" (417 mm)

19.11" (485 mm)

4300 lb/in axial
(753 N/mm)

1.13" (28.7 mm)

Zero

16 swg (1.6 mm).

1 (single)

8

6" (152 mm)

(BS 1501 - 821 T)
(0.3% cobalt max)

225 psi ext. (1.55 MPa)
33 psi int. (228 KPa)

Na outside

Argon inside
(sealed)

370°C

400°C

565°C

400 to 350°C
10°C/sec

Secondary Outlet
Duct

24.42"

27.6"

11600 Ib/in (2031 N/mm)
@ 20°C

9400 lb/in (1646 N/mm)
@ 400°C

0.017" (0.43 mm)

0.47" (1.12 mm)

16 swg (1.6 mm)

1 (single)

5

4.6" (117 mm)

225 psi int (1.55 MPa)

Na inside

Argon outside
(reactor blanket
gas and Na vapour)

532°C

565°C

565°C max

565 to 440°C
10°C/sec
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GACHOT BELLOWS SEALED VALVE FOR NUCLEAR GAS SERVICE

2 INCH SIZE - "Y" PATTERN WITH BUTT WELD ENDS
51

SEAL WELDED BONNET

BACK SEATED STEM

SECONDARY STEM SAFETY PACKING

BELLOWS LEAKAGE DETECTION POINT

GUIDED DISC UN S.S.316I

MEDIA - HELIUM GAS
SERVICE TEMPERATURE T50°C
SERVICE PRESSURE E00lbf/in2

TEST PRESSURE 1000 Ibf/in2

Constructed in wroucht «>;nle« steel Types 316 and 31GL.
Installed on Nuciejr Plant in U:K.

SEAL, WELDED SONNET

SODIIJM VA LVE

G.E.C. REACTOR .EQUIP'T

FIG - e
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QUILTED S/5 INSULATION

FIG. 5. FIG. 4.
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